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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, an approach to software projects and products is

suggested and investigated, then a medical Computer Aided

Learning, CAL, application is developed.

The approach under study is named Structured Evolutionary

Development Approach, or simply SEDA. It is a cocktail approach

which consists of two components, the evolutionary prototyping

concept, which involves developing the system in an incremental

fashion, and the structured paradigm, which follows a phased life

cycle. The choice of this approach is based on the evolutionary

process of software engineering through time. That's, software

engineering, which is the remedy to the software crisis, is the

creation of systematic approaches or paradigms and tools such as

the Waterfall approach, the evolutionary approach, the

prototyping approach, and so on. Despite all the created and

applied systematic software development approaches, the users and

developers are still not satisfied. Each developed approach has

its advantages and disadvantages.

The aim of the present work is to suggest a new approach in order

to contribute in the improvement of software products and

projects development. The idea behind this concept is to maximize
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the advantages while minimizing the disadvantages of the cocktail

approach. And this can be achieved by the combination of the

evolutionary prototyping paradigm with the structured methodology

which show high complementarity.

In order to check the efficiency of the proposed approach, an

experiment is conducted. This experiment consists of developing

a medical CAL application named, Computer Aided Medical Training

System, or simply CAMTS. It is interactive and microcomputer-

based training system designed to be used in a hospital by-

surgery medical personnel, physicians of all the degrees and

medical students, in order to learn, review, self-evaluate their

knowledge, and prepare examinations. This system will help the

medical staff to be aware of the state of the art of their

profession, and allow them to attain and maintain an acceptable

level of competence which will improve patient care.
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THE ORGANISATION OE THE PRESENT

WORK

The order of presentation in the present work is organised as

follows: first software engineering is introduced from the point

of view history, evolution, and maturing; secondly, the existing

paradigms and modelling techniques are dealt with; thirdly, the

proposed approach, namely Structured Evolutionary Development

Approach, or simply SEDA, is studied theoretically, then computer

assisted learning is introduced; finally, the proposed approach

is applied to a medical CAL application development to make a

comparison between the theoretical previsions and the

experimental results.

The fi.-st chapter deals with the birth of software engineering,

identifies the problem we are dealing with, and introduces the

solution and the application domain, namely Computer Assisted

Learning, or CAL. After considering a number of objectives and

problems of software production, the software crisis is discussed

then, software engineering is presented as a remedy to that

crisis. The remedy is the creation of a number of systematic

approaches that are introduced in chapter two. Chapter three

deals with the structured methods throughout the life cycles. The
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moaei ling techniques which are used to develop the specification

documents throughout the development phases are discussed in

chapter four. Whereas chapter five deals with the theoretical

study of the suggested cocktail approach whose components are the

structured approach and the evolutionary prototyping approach.

The first sections of chapter six deal with Computer Aided

Learning , CAL, then the approach under study, namely structured

evolutionary development approach or simply SEDA, is studied

experimentally in the remaining sections of chapter six in which

it is tested by applying it to the development of a medical CAL

application, namelly computer aided medical training system

(CAMTS). It is interactive and microcomputer-based training

system designed to teach at the level of a hospital, the surgery

medical personnel, students and physicians. And the

implementation is done using the dBASE IV programming language.

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the proposed

approach to software products and projects development, and

results are drawn. That is our objective is to contribute in the

improvement of software projects and products development.

Finally, a general conclusion is given in chapter seven.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Software engineering is the systematic approach to the

development, operation, maintenance, and retirement of software

[13, [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [3], [10], [11]. It deals

with software systems for which it uses engineering principles

in the development of these systems, and is made up of both

technical and non-technical aspects [12], [13].

During the sixties, computer scientists, systems analysts,

designers, and programmers, were faced with one major problem

which •. .s their failure to develop reliable software products,

cr systems [5], One reason for the difficulty of producing

reliable software is the nature of software itself; that's,

software is abstract rather than physical in nature. Another

reason is that the computer hardware on which software products

r^r has become cheaper and more sophisticated, giving rise to

g;_eat'y increased expectations about what computer systems can

achieve [14]. That's, as the hardware costs came down due to

technological advances and the economics of mass production, the

costs of software became more and more significant in most system

development projects [9].
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As a result, the size, capabilities and complexity of software

systems are also increasing, putting further demands on the

software developers ability to produce reliable software. A

further reason lies in the way in which software is developed.

The emphasis is on coding, with insufficient time given to

requirements analysis and design [14]. All these problems in

systems and software development resulted in a critical

situation, the so-called "Software Crisis" [1], [3], [5]. The

question that arises concerns how the software developers are to

overcome these obstacles to the production of reliable and

effective software. Software engineering is the response or

remedy; that's, software engineering is intended to assist the

development of good-quality software within budgets and

timescales. A central aim is to overcome the software crisis [1],

[11]. The process for constructing software systems contributes

a great deal to the reliability and effectiveness of the end

product [14]. There has been a growing emphasis on viewing

software engineering as dealing with more than just "coding".

Instead, the software is viewed as having an entire life cycle,

starting from conception and continuing through design,

development, deployment, and maintenance and evolution. The shift

cf emphasis away from coding has sparked the development of

methodologies and sophisticated tools to support teams involved

m the entire software life cycle [3]. Royce (in 1970) was the

first to com the phrase " The waterfall model " to characterize

the series of software engineering stages [1], [15]. It is

important, therefore, to look at how sofware production is

organized, what activities are undertaken, what priorities are



set ana wnere costs are incured [14J. In other words, a major

objective of software engineering is the search for an adequate

development approach to guide the process of developing software

products ar- projects; this will overcome the problems encountred

by both the users and developers of the products. That is, the

right development process will help produce the right product.

There are many different paradigms described in the literature

and used dun.g the evolutionary process of software engineering

development through time. These paradigms are discussed in the

next chapter.

Cur objective here is to improve software systems development.

Hence, we suggest a cocktail approach that can be named Structured

Evolutionary Development Approach, or simply SEDA, which combines

the advantages of the structured approach and the advantages of

the evolutionary prototyping approach, that are complementary,

""his proposed approach will be tested by applying it to the

development of a medical CAL application, namely computer aided

medical training system, or simply CAMTS. This software system

will be used in a hospital by the surgery medical personnel,

•~a~e",/ students and physicians of all degrees, in order to attend

:cjrses and self evaluate their knowledge in their field. Our

motivation to use a medical CAL as the experimental domain is to

contribute in this research erea. The behavioral control teaching

model [15] suits this application, hence integrated. Through the

question-answer process, a physician may eliminate the doubt by

checking his or her thoughts before taking any action when

studying a patient. This system provides the user flexibility in



fleet ing either to perform a test, or attend a course, and in

,1 •> -.^ . r~. -wing him to progress at his own speed. Moreover, this system

can be used by medical students to prepare their examination:



CHAPTER TWO

SOETWARE ENGINEERING

C . I II

The product oi s oit w a r e engineering is a program z r so

system wn ich se r ve3 a >un ction; the creation o i a so

'" eq_ "res engineering rather t nan manu iac lu r ing .
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-~ t *~ e early days of computing, the problem of prograr

en side red as how to place a sequence of instructions
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e -:-.'t an,/ scientific ways of writing a correct program. A goc"

••"og •" am »•. as simply a program that worked, 3.r, i the way io rre w

He ^r^'-,,liM, AC-r-,— U Ado L O LCCL < L ilidri/ l HilCD .

,3 computers became cheaper and more common, me-a and mere :e:p'e
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this increased the level of abstraction in the

programmer-computer interactions, in other words, HLLs made

easier the communication with the machine. It was at this time

that programming reached the status of profession, that's, you

could ask a programmer to write a program for you instead of

doing it yourself. This introduced a separation between the user

and the machine. Now the user had to specify the task in a form

different than the programming notation, the programmer then

interpreted this specification and translated it into its

corresponding equivalent set of instructions. This, sometimes

resulted in the programmer misinterpreting the user's intentions,

even in the small tasks.

At this time, the early 1960s, only few large software projects

were built by computer pionneers who were experts.

In the middle to late 1960s, large software systems were

attempted commercially, and the best documented of them was the

OS 35C operating system for the IBM 360 computer family. The

tentative to build large software sytems were the source of the

realization of the difference between the building of large

and the building of small sytems. In other words, the

are 3>ste~is developers and users were faced with v a i _• a o

c-obI ems which are: the software fails to do what users want -t

•e do, it is expensive, it cannot be transferred to anethe-

machine easily, maintenance is expensive, it is unreliable, and

it 13 often delivered late. This situation was called the

software crisis, and as a remedy to it "Software Engineering" was

invented around this time. Many solutions were suggested and

tried for improving that situation; there was no lack of ideas,



anatne Tina; concensus was that the problem of building software

systems should be approached in the same way that other complex

systems such as factories, ships, and airplanes, were built. The

point was to view the final software sytem as a complex product

and its building as an engineering job. The engineering approach

required management, organization, tools, theories,

methodologies, and techniques [3]. The solutions are not mutually-

exclusive, but they complement each other. Typically, the

following ideas are considered: all the development phases must

be carried out systematically; use of fourth generation languages

(4GLs), software development environments, and Computer Aided

Software Engineering (CASE); find out "exactly" what the users

really want, demonstrating an early version of a system to its

users using prototyping, using new programming languages, and try

to ensure that the software is free of errors. And thus was

software engineering born [3], [11].

Software engineering is intended to assist the development of

ogd quality software within budgets and timescales [1], [11],d,,-n

[17]. It deals with software systems for which it uses

engineering principles in their development, and it consists of

e technical and non technical aspects.

-: n 1 ', t !~a -nxi -i r. r~.h•. u . ^ a ; l / , l e main objective of software engineering is to

xer an adequate development approach to guide the process of

de.e'eping software systems in order to overcome the shortcuts

resulted f-om the crisis and the developer-user communication

problems [4], [13]. Many models are proposed and described in the

literature. The/ are used during the evolutionary process of

software engineering development through time; and these will be
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2.2 WHAT IS SOFTWARE ENGINEERING ?

£>•"-•?oo- Lware engineering is the applicat ion of scientific principles

to

1-the orderly transformation of a problem into a working

software solution, and

2-the subsequent maintenance of that software until the end of

its useful life " [1], [15].

Another definition is given by [8]: "Software Engineering is the

establishement and use of sound engineering principles and good

management practice, and the evolution of applicable tods and

methods, and their use as appropriate, in order to obtain, within

known but adequate resources limitations, software that's of high

quality in an explicitly defined sense. (Marco and Buxton 1337 )"

2.3 SOFTWARE METRICS

Software means general utility programs such as operating

Systems, compilers, data base management programs and the like

Software is an engineering industry with its scale and degree of

risk -nvolved. There was enough failures in software projects and

products development to motivate the software developers

community to look for new and better approaches offering high

quality software programs. In order to reach this goal we have

8



to use metrics [8], [19]. In other words, we must always measure

what we are doing, and in practical we must measure the critical

factors, not simply the easily availabe ones, such as space and

time consumption which have been the major ones so far.

Particularly, maintainability and portability are becoming the

major factors because of their high cost compared to the cheap

computer machine resources. An other important factor is

reliability which is related +o the complexity and documentation

of programs [20].

Software development may be viewed as a continuous process in

which the following types of change take place: refinement of the

specifications through several levels and corrections to the

software when bugs are detected. It is recognized that the

absence of metrics leads to lack of control over systems, and

finally to failure [13]. The software metrics are used in order

to control the software development and to yield high quality

software programs [21]. The next section deals with the major

software metrics which are the qualities of a well engineered

software.

2.4 SOFTWARE QUALITIES

Since the software production process deals with analysis,

design, and implementation, rather than manufacturing, it has to

meet some criteria to ensure the production of high quality

software in the cost-effective way. Software quality measurement s

[22] help a lot in the evaluation of products.

There are man. desirable software qualities; some of them apply
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* Efficiency (or Performance): a software system is efficient if

it uses the computing resources (space, time, and people energy)

economically [3], [5], [20].

* User interface: a software system is user friendly if it is

tailored in such a way its users find it easy to use [3], [5].

Actually, the problem encountered by the software developers is

the nor, linear relationships that exist between these quality

attributes, that is they affect each other; for example,

prcvding a better user interface may reduce the efficiency ef

the System, and any improvement of these qualities can be

expensive. Thus, in order to attain the optimum level of the

system under development, for each type of application, the

trade-offs which are required must be made explicit early in the

development process [3], [5]. In the case of medical

appi- oat-ons, it is identified that the user interface and the

reliabi":ity' quality attributes are the most important for the

software Systems to be accepted by the medical personnel [23].

2.5 THE SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE MODELS

A'te.- considering a number of objectives and problems in software

oeve1epment , there was a debate about the crisis in software

production. The response to these problems is the creation of a

number ef systematic approaches to the software development.

From the inception of an idea for a software system, until it is

implemented and delivered to a user, and even after that, the

system undergoes gradual development and evolution. The software

11



is said to have a life cycle composed of several phases that are:

requirements analysis, design, coding, testing, and maintenance.

Each of these phases results in the development of either a part

of the system or something associated with the system, such as

doc; ments [3], [11], [20]. The life cycle is generally defined

as follows: The life cycle may be regarded as a management and

technical tool for organizing, planning, scheduling, and

controling the activities associated with a software project

development and software maintenance efforts [1], [2], [3], [9],

1-4-71 r o * i r?c] r ? 6 1
L I ' J ) L---+J) L'-.-'J; 1--UJ-

r\ it, a j w ject ive o f software engineering is the search for an

adequate development approach to guide the process of developing

software products and projects in order to overcome the problems

encountred by both the users and developers of the products.

There are many different paradigms described in the literature

and used during the evolutionary process of software engineering

since its birth. They vary according to the degree of detail

being considered and the prevailing philosophy used to interpret

the development task [1]. The next sections deal with the

existing models of the life cycles.

2.5.1 The Slum Dunk Life Cycle Model

In tnis model, we begin coding (implementation) as soon as the

project starts. The idea behind this approach is that the

developer supposes the generation of many errors from the code,

that's why he deals with coding from the beginning in order to

minimize those bugs. Therfore, the system code is generated with

12



the System requirements analysis. In this model the different

phases are confused or melted in one phase which is the coding

phase [2]. This model is depicted in figure 2.1.

2.5.2 The Baroque Life Cycle Model

The concept of this approach is a response to the lack of

discipline and structure exhibited by the Slum Dunk approach. The

concept is that each stage of the development process will be

completed before the next begins. Actually, this approach is net

as great as it sounds, beeause we may face the situation in whmch

one phase, say the analysis phase, is undeterminate; that's, the

ex-;t criteria is not reached. The fact may arise from refining

'he system requirements indefinitly, hence, neglecting the

remaining phases. This life cycle model does not work for the

simple reason that software development is not a deterministic

activity [2]. This model is shown in figure 2.2.

2.5.3 The Waterfall Life Cycle Model

model, which is the most widely known, is introduced b>

in '370 and popularized by Boehm [37]. It describes the

io process that many software developers follow, at least

me extent. This model attempts to correct the shortcomings

of the Sareque approach by recognizing an advantage in having

interactions among phases. By interaction is meant phase

overlapping with respect to time; namely, the results of one

phase are fed into the next, beginning with the analysis phase.

L ^' O C

1
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'" i. l mc v-ioc:o nave an ea y tee! of the final system before

it is built; moreover, prototyping is a powerful means of

defining and refining the system requirements and improves

communication with the end users [2], [5], [14], [15], [27],

[28]. This model is pictured in figure 2.7.

This approach extends the requirements analysis with the

intention of reducing overall life cycle costs. It is based on

the assumption that the prototype is developed from the

requirements, delivered for experiment and modified unti1 the end

user or client is satisfied with its functionality. Then a

specification is delivered from the prototype and the system ^

re-implemented in a final version following the phased life Cycle

model [5], [15].

The prototyping approach is compatible with the traditional life

cycle. A throwaway prototype can be built during any development

phase of the life cycle [15], [23].

2.5.7 The Evolutionary Development Approach

The -sploratory programming approach adopted to system

development provides the user with an incremental incomplete

system, then refining and augmenting that system as the user's

-equ-rements become apparent until the final system is obtained.

The cutput of this approach is an executable system.

The evolutionary development model combines the advantages of

exploratory programming with the control required for

development, it ivolves developing the requirements and

delivering the system incrementally. This model is depicted m
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The simplest form of formal specification is axiomatic

specification where a system is represented as a set of functions

and each function is specified using pre- and post-cond11ions.

"^.936 renditions are predicates over the inputs and outputs of

a function. And a predicate is simply a boolean expression which

is true or false and whose variables are the parameters of the

function being specified [5].

The transformation approach has been studied for smaln programs

as a dual method for proving program correctness. Pregram

correctness proofs represent an analytic, mathematica1 1y based

approach. Transformations, instead, are a construct --.e,

mathematically based approach. The transformation process

requires skill and creativity from the programmer [3].

Tl

Forma 1

specification

PI

M

Formal transformations

T2 T3

R2 F3

P2 P3

T4

Executable

prograi*

P4

Proofs of transformation correctness

Figure 2.11. Transformational softuare deueiopnent [51, sec 7.1, p 127
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CHAPTER THREE

STRUCTURED METHODS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Astructured method refers to structured analysis [2], [3], [15 1,

[24], [30], [37], [33], [33], [40], [41], structured design [2],

[3]< [1'^' ^24], l3S], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], a~d

structured ceding [7], [11], [45], [46]. They can be used m

conjunction with all the life cycle models we have discussed m

tre previous chapter [2 ].

The system begins with the user who has a need for technical

support in order to computerize a part of his organization, if

not the whole ent reprise; but does not know enough about the

c:mputer and its capabilities and limitations. From the ether

side of the organization are the designers and programmers who

knew enough about the computer, but do not have a clear

understanding of the user's needs. In other words, the user knows

the problem but cannot solve it; while the software developers

night be able to solve it, if they understand it. So the problem

oan be seen as being a communication gap between the users and

developers since they speak different languages and each part

with its way of conception [33].

26



Until the development of the structured systems, (analysis and

design) tools, there was no means of showing a clear picture of

the system and how its parts fit together to meet the user's

needs. The problems encountered in the analysis can be summarized

1-The analyst has difficulties in understanding the needs as

seen by the user.

2-The user community does not know enough about data processing

to know what is feasible and what is not.

3-The analyst is overwhelmed with both the detail of the system

and the technical detail of the new system.

4-The document of the details of a new system which forms a

contract between the users and the system developers is generally

not understood by the users because of its technical aspect;.

5 -1 f the specification document is written in a user's

conception point of view, it may not make a sense to the physical

developers who have to build the system [30].

The characteristics of a classical model are:

- Strong tendency toward bottom-up development of the system.

- Insistence on linear, sequential progression from one phase

4-- 4.^-, ^r>^4. r 1 7 1

f 4. _ _ 1 ~
structured methods consist of an evolving set of too an;

which are resulted from the maturing of structured

programming [7], [11], [45] and structured design [2], [15],

[33], [23], [42], [43], [44]. The underlying approach is the

building of a logical (nor, physical) model of a system, using

graphical techniques and tools which enable users, analysts, and

designers to get the " right " picture of the project and how its



parts fit together to meet the requirements or the users' needs.

However, some of the problems are always with the developers

because there 13 no way to know what is in user's mind without

being told [20]. Hence, system development involves both

technical and non-technical aspets [12], [13], [30].

The need for structured methods is evident from the many problems

encountered with the classical methods of developing software

systems; among these problems we find:

-The products do not meet the user's needs.

-High maintenance cost.

-Bottom-up approach which has the following difficulties:

-Nothing is done until it is all done.

-The most trivial bugs are found at the beginning of the

testing period but the most serious bugs are found last.

-Debuging tends to be extremely difficult during the fma1

stages of system testing.

-The requirement for computer test time usually rises

exponentially during the final stages of testing [37].

-The system is telling us just what it is structured like,

which is the contrast of the top-donw approach in which the

developers impose their view of how the system will be structured

- -, i r * -1 n
.- J . L •* ' J

»,-+•• -.11., there are better ways of developing software programs

and Systems; if we understand logically what we want to do,

that's, the problem, we can construct a software program

.solution) to do it. In other words, there is a theory to guide

the activities of the software development process. The idea

behind this theory is to work all the logical possibilities in



detail and build the software program, or system, m, a
nierarehieal logic fashion. This will yield correct software
systems or products [34].

The structured methods -Drove the quality of the final product

and decrease the maintenance cost. The characteristics of the

structured methods are: top-down mode1ing, iteration, modularity,
flexibility, low development cost, less complexity,
"aitamability, and reliability [13], [15], [24], [30], [3S],
r a ~f i

3.2 DEFINITIONS

A methodology is a document set of practices and procedi

define the development life cycle and specifies hew systems -ir,
te be developed [43].

^.en they were introduced first, structured methods wer=

considered as being a system of management and technical

practices and procedures [2].

3.3 THE STRUCTURED METHODS AND THE LIFE CYCLES

- structured method refers to structured analysis, structured

•-ies-2,n. and structured coding. These are used in cor
notion w •

a: 1 the 1ife cycles [2]

oystems development involves a set of activities

analysis, design, implementation, and testing throghout the life

cycle. In this section, we will see the role of the structured

methods in each phase of the software life cycle.

29
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3.3.1 The Analysis Phase

Analysis is the study of a software problem prior to taking some

action. The idea is that analysis binds only the solution space

and sometimes it is necessary to do some design and

implementation via prototyping to determine the solution boundary

and to help the analyst-user communication. In other words the

analysis phase is the organization of the information gathered

by the analyst from the users, into a meaningful form [24]. This

underlies the building of a logical (non physical) model, using

graphical techniques and modelling tools, which represents a

description of a system that will be built [2], [3], [24], [20],

rin r-.nl r < < i
L u . j , L^^'J> L "* i J •

Analys"s is a logical process and its objective is not to sol.e

the p'-cb'efn, but to determine exactly WHAT must be done to solve

the p^opiem [2], [24], [38], [41]. Actually, the analysis phase

gees t n ^c u gh two major stages:

a -rysical model stage: This involves an examination ef the

current system through an analysis of its physical properties.

,1 model stage: This involves the at •ac(

;f the physical model.

~r.e e-it criteria of this phase is a logical model of a system

,-.:,,-rg anl the functions, data, and relations that will be

imp'emented . The graphical model of this phase is shown in figure

3.1. "•"",! s logical model is subject to review by both the user and

and the developers.
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Inputs to this phase include the output of the analysis phase

(specification documents, such as DFDs) , experience, system

knowledge, and the method(s) to be applied to arrive at a

o 1ution mode 1

To achieve high quality of design, the software designer must

address two important related issues, first, a careful definition

of the modular structure of the software system under development

must be provided, identify the modules and their relationships.

Second, appropriate criteria must be chosen for decomposing a

system into modules [3].

'.Ve reca"!! that we distinguish the work of analysis which is

defining "WHAT" the system will do from the work of desigr

is defining "HOW" it will do it, recognizing that analyst

do design and designers often do analysis.

There are two cm

deta •' "1 ed design phase:

.. i~, .-1~

esign phases, the system design phase an

3.3.2.1 The System Design Phase

This phase, also referred to as logical design, preliminary

design, architectural design, and high level design, creates a

design which will satisfy what was specified in the analysis

chase. It results in the identification of modules and

corresponding control structure [2]. This design, however, does

not include implementation considerations, constraints,

programming language features etc.

3.3.2.2 The Detailed Design Phase

itage, also referred to as physical design, produces



flQI U i uepr it of the system [2], [S] , [24], [38]. This phase

takes the results of the logical stage and applies constraints,

details of language and hardware, etc. The blueprint consists

mainly of algorithms. The information flow through this phase is

oi iOWPi

Problem model ->- Desi gn Solutlon

v ow .ui i^n

-i o . r\Design Phase Information Flow [2], sec 1

"he J U L [J U L th the input of the implement a*

)i'a s e

3.3.3 Implementation Phase

1e goa-1 of this phase is to implement the syster

re blueprint or solution model resulted from the detailed

this phase transforms the algorithms defined

g the detailed design stage into a computer-understandable

[15]. The programming languages contribute in

are quality; a high level language program represents the

•ath to software quality as the software should be

e [46]. In other words the system is ph>sica!l>

:-eated in a top-down fashion [7]. The output of this phase is

the code of the system. The information flow associated with this

pnase is presented in figure 3.3 below.

O L CI -, 3

- .— . —,_ r o l
- duaje l ^ J

tr u - c c - uu
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Implement System --> Executable

Code
lo 1ut ion mode 1)

Fig 3.3: Implementation phase Information Flow [2], sec 1

-3.4 Testing Phases

If humans ar6 perfect, the development process ends at this

pcmt, implementation. Unfortunately this is not the case;

therefore, we need a testing process to correct the bugs.

esting may show that the system does not exhibit the expected

performance and functionality [19], [20], [22]. Once the code o'

a-V product is developed, program testing begins. Testing is to

assure that for the defined input to the system under

--'MO i VJ C ration will produce the expected output. Testing is a

1 activity in software engineering, hence it should be

a systematic way by stating clearly what output one

r. the system and how one expects to obtain t

r - i r^l rioi r .->
i L JJ , 31 frOl r ci ,1 1 r C 1 1 T + 4 ~ a means of anal yr.

ehavi^r of a system, and it enhar :vel

.—.- f - -i
e m systems qualities [3], [47]. Thus, testing:

should be based on structured and systematic techniques s<

that, after testing, we may have a better understanding of th;

system's reliability.

- should help locate errors, not just detect their presence.



should be repeatable, that's, repeating the same experiment

suby supplying the same input data to th e same program, produces

e output. If the output is different just once, the system

is net correct.

sh.^iq be accurate: this will increase the reliability of the

testing process [3] .

The structured testing process has generally three phases, and

these are discussed in the following sections.

3.3.4.1 Unit Testing Phase

""his phase is also called module testing and functional testing.

During this phase, each individual module is tested in crder to

c~.ee k if it behaves accordin to its specification defined during

"^e detailed design phase and errors, if any, are corrected [3],

3.3.4.2 Integration Testing Phase

This phase is also referred to as string testing and computer

software component (CSC) testing [15]. This phase interconnects

se"s of the previously tested modules to ensure that the sets or

:--CS/stems behave as well as they did as independently tested

"oii^es and according to their specification defined during the

;.-stem design phase. The integrated sets of modules shcu'd

•:;•- -espend to a component or subsystem in the design tree defined

during fe preliminary design stage of the design phase [3], [5].

3.3.4.3 System Testing Phase

This phase checks that the entire or fully integrated software
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CHAPTER FOUR

MODELLING TECHNIQUES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

v.'e have seen that the software development process consists of

chases. Each phase is designed to achieve a specific objective

zr set of objectives. The achievement of these objectives -3

engineered by using a set of tasks within each phase. Each task

"3 based upon the most appropriate technique. A phase may

therefore use several techniques to achieve its objective and a

technique *a> be used in different phases [24]. During the

analysis phase, the analyst performs an investigation; that's,

the analyst talks to the user and constructs diagrams to recorq

'•-3 understanding of the discussions. The diagrams will be

•gmented with other information that the analyst has foun;

d^ri-g nis study. At this point, the following question may be

asred: Why use diagrams ? The answer is that the problems of

communication between the users and the developers was the

inadequacy of an English narrative specification of a system. The

diagrams have been shown to provide an excellent and unambiguous

means of communication between users and developers [3D].
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W . I W * ng are the characteristics of the diagramming techniques:

1-Make easier the communication between the users and

developers.

2-Provide a means of defining the system boundary.

3-provide a means of defining partitions, abstractions, a

project ions.

4-Encourage the analyst to think and document in terms of the

problem as opposed to the solution.

5-Allow for opposm.g alternatives but alert the analyst of

their presence.

5-Make it easy for the analyst to modify the knowledge

structure [15].

"he diagrams, used initially for communication, fact 'ir.dmg,

icte taking and discussion, evolve as the work progresses to

provide the base on which the system will be structured. They a^

supported by detail in other documents, but the correcteness of

the diagrams is the key to successful systems. A picture they

say, is worth a thousand words. The diagrams convey a lot of

information in a simple way [33]. Thus, modelling tools are used

'ecus on important system features while de-emphasizing less

"".port ant 'eat u res.

2-discuss changes and corrections to the user's needs with low

cost and minimal risk.

3-validate the role of the analyst, as being the interme

between the user and the designers and programmers [37].

I I u

M , - 4- -.
U ' Ci L C

T" *~. -j r i_i m r~ £3 n" -i i*-* v • •"»«-* -r -*••-.•*-> a ia .* _^. _ i. i_ _i_ ___j i •

l !Ci S 1 „ SActually there are many different methods, and each one
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view or views of the system to be developed; hence, appropriate

modelling techniques are used according to the view that is under

consideration. In fact, there are three views of the system, the

process communication view, the data view, and the time view

,r 3 hi ri-ii r <-> 4 i

The modelling technique that is used in the process commum cat ion,

view is the Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) [11], [24], [37], [39],

[41], [43] ; the techniques that are used m the dita view are the

Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERDs) [2], [37], [54], [55], [56],

Logical Data Structure (LDS), Enquiry Access Path (EAP).

Relational Data Analysis (RDA), and Enquiry Process Model iE?M';;

and the techniques that are used in the time view are the Entity-

Life Mi st ories (ELHs), Effect Correpcndance Diagrams (ECDs), and

Vpdate Process Models (UPMs) [24], [39], [41]. Other modelling

and supporting techniques are Data Dictionary (DD) [37], [43],

Structure Charts [2], [37], Flowcharts [45], and Pseudocode [33].

As already mentioned above, a phase may use several modelling

techniques to achieve its objective and a technique may be used

in different phases of the software life cycle.

The methods are spreadout throughout the world, the most popular

~et -od m the USA is Yourdon [37], whereas the European scene is

France,*-r..—lented, MERISE method [57] in France, DAFN^

1e ";ui

"•d'

SDM and Nil AM methods in Germany, and SSADM method in the

r o o t r 1 i i

:ure of the application dictates the method and the view

:r vews to be used. In the light of the present work, t

'ourdcn method and the process communication : »y , ^ i n c t i o n a

e w , o t a siystem is being used, hence the techniques that w i
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be used are: The data flow diagrams and data dictionaries in the

analysis phase; Structure charts, flow charts, data dictionary,

and pseudocode in the design phases. Hence, only these techniques

are introduced in this chapter, and guidelines to follow when

developing data flow diagrams, structure charts, and data

dictionaries are provided in appendix A.

4.2 DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS (DFDs)

4.2.1 Definit ion

A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a picture of the flows of data

through a system of any kind showing the external entities which

are sou roes or destinations of data, the processes wrier

:ransform data, and the places where the data are stored [11],

r 1 o 1 r 1 n i
LuUj, <_ i- i_i j .

"^e characteristics of a DFD are :

1 DFD consists of graphs .. - pictures and supporting textual

modeling tools, they show the functions that the system must

perform.

2-DFDs concentrate on the process communication view and are

-sed in a top-down fashion with each level being decomposed into

' .:. ••> 'e.e1.

2 _sers and developers find the notation easy to understand,

this nigh lights the usefulness of the diagramming techniques.

4.2.2 Notation

The basic building block'3 for DFDs are:

1-Terrni nat ors cr external entities.
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The symbols used on DFDs differ from one method to another.

Figure 4.1 shows the notations used in three methods SSADM,

Yourdon, and Cane & Sarson.

4.2.3 Definit ions

a-The terminator

A terminator shows the external entities with which the 3,3^-

communicates; typically, a terminator is a person, a g:

people, or a department.

^ u yj

b-The processes

They represent the various individual functions that the system

carr-es out. The functions transform data inputs into data

c-Data stores

They show collections of data, at rest; typically, they are x•1

d Da*a Flows

are used to describe the movement of data froi

the system to another part.

"he possible and legal connections between the DFD components

using data flows are summarized in figure 4.2.

^ I C j-.- Cl . L u
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SSADfl

[24], Chap. IB
YOURDON

[37], sec. 9.1

GANE 8 SARSON

[30], sec. 3.1

ID UHO

IM

R.T.S.

ID

FnOCESS UHAT FUNCTION

LOCATION

DhIh

STORE
ID

'

EXTERNAL ., --—

ENTITY ' N
UM -.__ __.-•

TtKniNATOR r
DATA CONTROL FLOU

FLOU

Figure 4.1: Synbols u-ed in DFDs in SSADN, Yourdon, and Gane S Sarson

Process

Terminator

or Externa 1

Entity

Data Store

Process tirp

ifco VES YES

Terninator

or External

En+it'.i

VES VES NO

i/atd iiture Ito NO NO

Figure 4-2: Lpga 1 cnnnertions between DFD component*;
[24] chapter 19, p S3
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Actually, both the one-line and two-line data flow digrams can

be used, however the two-line DFD is more clear than the one-line

DFD because it expresses the difference in time [24].

4.2.4 How Many Processes To Show On a DFD ?

It should be mentioned that the construction of DFDs is not a

science but an art, and that one cannot give rules to be followed

but guidelines. We recall that DFDs are used for communication

between the users and the developers, thus clarity of

communication should be ensured. In order to have good

communication document, DFD, there must be a systematic relation

between what goes in and what comes out. Hence, we have to take

into consideration that there are limits on our capacity for

processing information; this leads software developers to the use

of the golden or magical number seven, plus or minus two. A

research work, both technical and psychological, about this

question is done by Miller [12]. And the guidelines to follow in

developing the DFDs are given in appendix A.

4.3 DATA DICTIONARY (DD)

4.3.1 Definition

A DD is a data store that describes the nature of each piece of

data used in a system [2], [30], [43].

4.3.2 Notation

A DD is a widely used technique for supplementing or documenting

the graphical models that result from system analysis and system
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uesiyn. me notation suggested Tor a uu is capable ot

representing the basic kind of relationships which exist between

data items and elements. These relationships are:

1-Concatenati on.

2-It erat ion.

3-Select ion.

Other types of information that enhance communication of

definitions are:

4-Definition or composition.

5-0pti ons.

6-Comment s.

7-Values.

The symbols associated with the data dictionary are presented in

figure 4.3 below.

Name

Composi t ion

Concat enat ion

11 erat ion

S e1ect ion

Opt ion

Comment

Discrete value

Symbol Meani ng

= is composed of, consists of

+ and

[ } multiple occurence of

[ / ] select one of the alternative

choi ces

( ) may or may not be present

* * additional information

the value of this variable

Figure 4.3: Data Dictionary Notation [2], sec 3.2, p 31
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4.4 PSEUDOCODE

A supplement tool to describe the process logic is the pseudocode

presented in this section.

Pseudocode is used to describe the logic of a process. Pseudo

means similar to; thus, pseudocode is similar to the programming

code. It serves the two basic purposes: it bridges between

natural and programming language and acts as a means of

expressing thoughts about design and the definition of programs.

Superficially, it looks like a program written in a high level

language [S]. It is an alternative to structured English. When

using structured English, details such as opening and closing

files, initializing counters, and setting flags are often

ignored; with pseudocode, they are coded. The idea is to describe

the algorithm of the executable code in a form understood by the

programmer. Pseudocode incorporates the three structured

programming conventions: sequence, decision, and repetition [7],

[33], [45]. We will use a pseudocode borrowed from the DBASE IV

programming language [49], [58], [59] that is used in the present

wor k .

* Sequence

The logic is executed in a simple sequence, one block after

another. A block may consist of one or more instructions.

* Decision

IF < Condi t ion >

< Commands >

[ ELSE
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< Commands > ]

ENDIF

If the < Condition > following IF is true, the subsequent

commands are executed. If < Condition > is false, the commands

in the ELSE clause are carried out. This continues until ENDIF

is encountered.

* Repetition

DO WHILE < Condit ion >

< Commands >

[ LOOP ]

[ EXIT ]

ENDDO

The command statements between DO WHILE and ENDDO are repeated

while the specified condition is true. EXIT and LOOP commands

change the flow of control within the DO WHILE command.

* The CASE structure

DO CASE

CASE < Condition >

< Commands >

[ CASE < Condi t ion >

< Commands > ]

[ OTHERWISE

< Commands > ]

ENDCASE
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' " " •=<• •"v-t.ui eu (jr uy rainming commana inai selects only one

course of action from a set of alternatives.

4.5 STRUCTURE CHART

4.5.1 Definit ion

The structure chart is the most widely recognized tool used in

structured design [2]. It is a logical model of a modular

hierarchy, showing invocation, intermodular communication, data

and control, and the location of major loops and decisions [30],

[47]. That's, it shows the binding and the coupling

characteristics of the modules [43], [47].

4.5.2 Notation

The structure chart uses the four primary symbols shown in figure

4.4 below; but other symbols are also used to describe specific

condidtions and system properties .

4.5.2.1 Definit ions

a-Module

A module is a set of program statements that can be invoked by

a name [43]. Examples of modules are: function, procedure,

subrout ine, etc.

b-The call

It is any mechanism that transfers control from one module to

another.
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Symbol Meaning

Module symbol

or Call symbol

Data couple

or Control couple

X-

Figure 4.4: structure chart symbols [2], sec 9.2, p 155

c-The data couple and the control couple

Two types of information can be communicated between modules,

data and control or flags.

Data couples can be accessed both by the user and the system (a

module or a set of modules), whereas control couples or flags are

inherent to the system and hidden to the user [2].
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4.6 FLOWCHARTS

4.6.1 Defi nit ion

A flowchart is an effective graphical representation of program

logic applicable to both hardware and software design [33], [45].

4.6.2 Notation

Using a set of geometric standard symbols and usage conventions,

flowlines that show the sequence and direction of information

flow, it is possible to describe specific operations and

procedures in a concise manner [33], [45].

The notation of the symbols and their meaning is illustrated in

4.6.3 Structure

The symbol configurations for three basic programming operations

that are language independent form the basis for all structural

programming; and these are: sequence, decision, and repetition.

A program logic can be expressed as combinations of these basic

patterns [38], [45].

a-The sequence

The sequence pattern implies that the logic is executed in simple

sequence, one block after another, and a block may consist of one

or more instructions [33]. This pattern is depicted in figure
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Synbo1

y
•v .y

f
/

/

Meaning

Terminal point

Process

1 Decision

Input/output

Subroutine 145]

Explanation

Marks the beginning or
the end of a program or
program segment.

Indicates any arithmetic
or data copy operation.

; Indicates a Yes'Mo decision
| to be made by the program.

Indicates any input or
output operation.

Indicates any sub program.

Figure 4-5: Basic Flowcharting Symbols [38],p 358 and [45]
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The decision block implies IF-THEN-ELSE logic. This is

illustrated in figure 4.6.2.

A condition (the diamond symbol) is tested. If the condition is

true, the logic associated with the THEN branch is executed, and

the ELSE block is skipped. If the condition is false, the ELSE

logic is executed and the THEN logic is skipped [38].

c-Repet it ion

In the DO WHILE pattern, shown in figure 4.6.3, a test is

performed at the top of the loop. If the condition tested is

true, the logic of the loop is executed, and control is returned

to the top of another test; if the condition is false, the logic

of the loop is skipped, and control is transferred to the block

following the DO WHILE [38].
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Block 1

Block 2

Figure 4.6.1: Sequence [38]

xx False
^ Condition i>

•-•'

True

THEN

Logic

ELSE

Logic

Figure 4.6.2: Decision or IF-THEM-ELSE logic [381.

Condition
True

THEM

"^ Logic

False

Figure 4.6.3: DO WHILE Logic [381.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE COCKTAIL AF>F>ROACH : SEDA

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Software engineering is intended to assist the development of

good quality software within budgets and timescales [1].

A major objective of software engineering is the search for

an adequate development approach to guide the process of

developing software systems in order to overcome the problems

encountered by both the users and developers of the systems. The

main purpose of a methodology should be to ensure that a system

which meets the end user needs is produced.

Until now, many different life cycle models, approaches and

many combinations are used, but still neither of them is ideal,

each one or combination has its advantages and disadvantages. It

has been shown that it is possible to implement different

methodologies for different phases of the life cycle. O'Dell

(1336), for example, considered how a structured methodology can

be combined with prototyping to aid software production [1].

Nowdays, it is almost evident to build throwaway prototypes

during the different development phases of the life cycle, namely
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during the analysis phase and the design pnase. but stiii ine

adequate approach to software development is not yet obtained.

In the present work, we suggest a cocktail approach which

consists of the structured approach and the evolutionary

prototyping approach. This combination, actually can be named

Structured Evolutionary Development Approach, or simply SEDA. The

proposed approach will be tested by applying it to the

development of a medical Computer Aided Learning, CAL,

application, namely computer aided medical training system, or

simply CAMTS. The application to be developed will be used in a

hospital by medical personnel, students and physicians, in order

to learn and keep track of their knowledge.

This chapter deals with the derivation of the theoretical

cocktail approach from its components; that's, we introduce the

component approaches and show how the cocktail approach is

derived, then we will discuss and apply its phases and advantages

experimentally to a medical Computer Aided Learning, CAL, system

development in the next chapter.

5.2 THE STRUCTURED APPROACH

A structured method refers to structured analysis, structured

design and structured coding. These methods are used in

conjunction with all the life cycles [2]. The five main phases

or steps in the structured system life cycle are: analysis [2],

[3], [15], [24], [30], [37], [38], [39], [40], [42], design [2],

[24], [33], [39], [42], [43], [44], [47] implementation (coding),

testing [3], [5], [7], [11], [21], [45], [47], [50], [60], and
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maintenance [3], [20], [52], [53].

This approach is depicted in figure 5.1. The details of its

phases are already discussed in chapter three, and will be seen

in chapter six which deals with the experimentation or

application of the coktail approach under study in order to

or deduced from this experiment.

The structured approach has the following characteristics: top-

down strategy, iteration, modularity, flexibility, low

development cost, reduces complexity, maintainability, and

reliability [2], [15], [24], [30], [38], [47]. This does not mean

that the structured approach is ideal, it has its disadvantages

mainly when dealing with complex systems, and these are list- - t e H

1-Requirements are often poorly understood.

2-Requirements usually change during the development process.

3-Current requirements remain only partially understood until

the user (s) will have an opportunity to use a system [14].

4-The users are not fully involved during the development

process.

5-Not enough importance is given to the psychological aspect.

The third point appears to condemn this approach, but prototyping

is compatible with all the development phases of any life cycle

model [1], [15].

Following are the experimental advantages and disadvantages of

the structured approach compared to the prototyping approach

[27]:
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Advantages:

1-The structured approach inforces design documentation, and

hence eases the tasks of future development and maintenance of

the system.

2-The tructured approach gives a wider and deeper

unaerstanaing ot cne system.

3- It is more amenable to effective and "robust" planning. The

stages of development are more visible.

4-It allows for the selection of the most appropriate software.

Di sadvantages:

1-This approach is less robust to major changes.

2-The more vague the user requirements, the more difficult this

approah is.

3-Implementat ion problems are not visible in advance, which,

if we are not careful, can cause timescale overrun.

5.3 THE EVOLUTIONARY PROTOTYPING APPROACH

The evolutionary approach combines the advantages of exploratory

programming, with the control required for development. It

involves developing the requirements and delivering the system

incrementally [5]. Prototyping offers several attracting

advantages such as flexibility to adapt the software system to

changing environmental characteristics or perceptions of user's

needs [23].

Prototyping is used for exploring ideas, assesing potential

markets, estimating costs, and for establishing feasibility and
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performance limits [5], [6], L14], L27J. There are two types ot

prototyping, the trowaway and the evolutionary, and both are

compatible with the development phases of a life cycle. The role

of prototyping is very ir portant in the communication between the

user and the developer; mainly for the requirements validation

a'd completness. That 's, its role is to

1-determine the feasibility of a requirement.

2-validate that a particular function is really necessary.

3-uncover missing requirements.

4-determine the viability of a user interface.

In other words, this ensures that the right product is being

specified and built [15].

During any development phase, the throwaway prototype should be

quick and dirty. The most common way of developing a throwaway

prototype calls for:

1-writing a preliminary system requirements specification

(SRS),

2-implementing the prototype based on those requirements,

3-achieving user experience with the prototype,

4-writing the real SRS, and then

5-developing the real product [15].

As it may be deduced, the user is at a certain extent involved

in the development process, and can be involved completely when

using the evolutionary prototyping approach. The evolutionary

prototype is different from the throwaway prototype;

particularly, it is not built in a dirty fashion since it

converges to the final product. Thus, it must exhibit the quality

attributes through its evolution, and the development will not
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pe particularly rapid as compared witn The Tnrowaway proTOType.

The concept of the evolutionary prototyping approach is the

building of an evolvable prototype to learn more about the

problem or its solution and then expanded incrementally to become

the fina system.

Following are ine eAperimentai advantages and disadvantages of

prototyping with respect to the structured approach [27]:

Advantages:

1-The prototyping approach is shown to be more robust to sudden

and major changes and it is a demonstrable approach.

2-The prototyping approach provides a superior environment for

knowledge elicitation through the mechanism of allowing the user

to criticise working models of the system.

3-The prototyping approach allows for greater flexibility in

pro]ect pianni ng.

4-Testing in this approach is spread out throughout the

proj ect .

Di sadvantages:

1-The prototyping approach tends to narrower and supeficial

knowledge domain.

2-Prototyping reinforces the human drive towards fast solutions

on the screen and uses less documentation.

3-Prototyping allows for too much flexibility, which makes it

difficult to control.
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b.4 IHb COCK IAIL APPHOACH

As already mentioned early, the main purpose of software

engineering which is still being developed, is to crs=*° ~-

adequat- loproach to assist the development phases in order to

get the right product and the product right.

In the present work, our objective is to improve software systems

development; hence we suggest a cocktail approach which can be

named Structured Evolutionary Development Approach, or simply

SEDA, which combines the advantages of the structured approach

and the advantages of the evolutionary prototyping approach, that

are complementary. It is obtained by combining the structured

approach with the evolutionary prototyping approach. Because of

the complementarity of these two approaches, when combined, their

advantages are additive, and this fact annhilates their

disadvantages. The concept of this approach is the building of

an evolutionary prototype, following the structured life cycle,

which will evolve iteratively and gradually to the final system.

Any life cycle model consists of a set of interrelated phases;

these phases at their turn consist of tasks, and the tasks are

built with the help of appropriate modelling techniques before

their physical implementation. In the case study we are dealing

with, namely the computer aided medical training system, we use

the modelling techniques already discussed in chapter four;

typically, data flow diagrams and data dictionaries in the

analysis phase; structure charts, flowcharts, pseudocode, and

data dictionaries in the design phase. These techniques are used

with the heip of software tools such as Computer-Aided Software
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Engineering (CASE) [61], [62], [63].

The cocktail approach model is depicted in figure 5.2 below:

From this figure, we can notice the concept of this approach,

that's, it is based on *^e budding of a c*-•.•-*-..--^d =

prototype which evolves iteratively and incrementally or

gradually to the end-product.

The idea behind this concept is illustrated in figure 5.3. In

other words, at each iteration S,, a defined prototype P. ,

which is the next version of the system, is developed then

deployed, after obtaining experience using it with the user (s),

and according to that experience, we go back and redo the

analysis, redesign, recede, retest and redeploy. After gaining

more experience, the entire process is repeated again until the

final version or the end-product is obtained. This ensures the

creation of all the necessary documents and the incremental and

iterative development process of the product involves a large

participation of the user (s); typically, this ensures that we

are solving the right problem and the product under development

is right. In other words, the appropriate software metrics [19]

must be set early and kept in mind throughout the development

process. Theoretically, the advantages of this cocktail approach

are the combination of the advantages of its components and they

are complement to each other; that's, they are:

1-Enforcement of formal documentation.

2-Deeper understanding of the system.

3-Ensures effective and robust planning and the stages of

development are more visible.

4-The development tool is chosen early in the project after
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understanding the domain knowledge.

5-Robustness to sudden and major changes and it is a

demonstrable approach.

6-Provides a superior environment for knowledge elicitation

through the mechanism of the demonstration of the working

versions of the system.

7-Allows for greater and controlable flexibility in project

pianni ng .

8-Testing is spread out throughout the project development

process.

9-Ensures the progress in the development of the product.

10-Reduces the cost/benefit ratio.

11-The user is involved throughout the development process.

5.5 CONCLUSION

The major causes of problems in software production is the fact

that the initial design specifications are often incomplete

and/or inconsistent. Hence, the iterative evolutionary cocktail

approach we suggested and discussed allows, theoretically, the

control of specifications for consistency and completeness.

After discussing the component approaches, we have seen the

cocktail approach and its advantages; at this point the following

question rises: What are the disadvantages of the approach under

study ? The answer is that they cannot be deduced theoretically

from the component approaches; the reason is that because of the

complementarity of the component approaches, the disadvantages

of each component approach are drawn in the advantages of the
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other component approach. Hence, we hope that the number of

disadvantages is as small as possible, and we let experiments

answer the question.

Actually, we have seen the theoretical aspect of the suggested

approach, the next chapter deals with the experimental aspect;

typically, its application to the development of a medical CAL

application, namely, computer aided medical training system, or

simply CAMTS, that will be used in a hospital by surgery medical

personnel, students and physicians, in order to learn, review,

and self- evaluate their knowledge.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE APPLICATION=

COMPUTER AIDED MEDICAL TRAINING

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT BASED ON THE

COCKTAIL APPROACH CSEDA)

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The use of computers for teaching is a difficult application. The

aim in teaching is to transmit knowledge to someone who will not

be an expert in the application but will be just the opposite;

that's, a student. The problem of encapsulating course material

and successful teaching principles and of understanding students

errors and lack of comprehension are redoutable. Some form of

information retrieval is required [16].

Teaching can be analyzed into a process consisting of motive,

perception, action, and consequence. First people want something,

then they notice something, do something, and finally get

something [64]. But, can teachers predict or estimate the

responses of their pupils ? The accuracy depends on the teacher's

effectiveness in teacher-pupil relationships; that's, teacher's

understanding of students is correlated with their success in
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getting along with pupils. In order to get a better idea of how

teachers should understand what aspects of their pupils, and how

such understanding can be improved, we need to study cognitive

aspe "s of both teachers and pupils [64], [65].

Through the medium of graphics terminals, the data can be

displayed in ways which are informative and visually attractive.

However, there are psychological factors which influence learning

and CAL, furthermore, it is not easy to integrate the

conventional teaching schemes in a computer [16]. In tutorial

programs which teach the material through question-answer

sequences, the student is active in his learning. The instruction

is driven by the responses which the learner gives at the

terminal, then the computer program can evaluate these responses,

orovide feedback, and makes appropriate decisions, which suit to

his competence.

Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) systems could be viewed as an

adjunct to the conventional teaching methods because they cannot

supplant the teacher [16]. Typically, the modes of communication

from the student to the computer are limited, therefore, the

teaching steps must be relatively small, the approach directed,

and the types of dialogue limited.

We recall that this application is intended to be used in a

hospital by the surgery medical personnel in order to attend

courses and perform tests typically, sel f-1earning or -training

and self-testing. The concept is the use of task-structure

analysis and design [66] of a rule-based system [67] that is

tailored to optimize a single rule-based program in which rules

are stored as texts in different modules or files accordingly.
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This chapter deals with the application of the cocktail approach,

SEDA, already introduced previously, to the development of a

computer aided medical training system. Hence, learning and CAL

are first introduced, then the next sections deal with the

application development process.

6.2 COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING (CAL)

The lack of individualized instruction is considered to be a

major cause for the decline in the quality of education. In other

words self study offers a rich potential for development and

Computer Aided Instruction or Learning (CAI or CAL) offers some

solutions to many problems of education [23], [68], [69].

However, the classical training consists of reading journals and

books, attendance at formal courses and conferences and

discussions with colleagues. This is useful because it keeps the

professions aware of the state of the art, but these means are

not always offered and the self study is neglected [16].

Moreover, students can use Computer Aided Instruction, Learning,

or Training (CAI, CAL, or CAT) to prepare for examinations, since

self-instructional methods allow flexibility [70].

6.2.1 Integrating Conventional Teaching and CAL Schemes

Integrating the conventional teaching scheme in a computer is not

an easy task. Thus, the respective strengths of the teacher and

machine-based programs can be considered complementary. The

teacher has good general knowledge of the topic and easy modes
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learning, CAL, can be a useful support when the teacher has

neither the time nor the resources to give adequate group

teach ing [16].

6.2.2 Factors Influencing Learning and CAL

There are factors which influence learning and CAL. A

considerable number of psychological and educational studies

which are of interest, and since they are related to the design

of CAL, emphasize the following points:

1-The need to provide the learner with informational feedback

and the precise conditions under which it is most effective.

2-The influence of the relational structures within the

teaching material, and its sequencing.

3-The importance of encouraging active learner control.

However, there is no agreed overall learning scheme, but Nutha!

and Snook (1973) gave a teaching classification scheme in which

they identify the following types of teaching:

1-Behavioral control models: These models stress complete

control over student behaviour over the conditions of learning.

Within CAL, the emphasis is on programs which are directive in

style.

2-Discovery learning models: These models emphasise on the

control which the learner has in building his knowledge

structures. The teacher is not the primary source of information,

but acts to simulate and monitor the lear-er and reveal the

inadequacies of generalisations by producing counter examples.
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It is maintained that such methods allow the student not only to

arrive at more general conclusions, but to learn about the

process of generalisation itself.

3-Rational models: These models stress the place of reasoning

and dialogue in teaching.

Two approaches have been used to extend initiative and dialogue:

1-Use of simulation modules within author language tutorial

prog rams.

2-Use of simulation programs which include dialogue facilities

and programming languages through which students can express and

demonstrate their solutions by designing, debugging, and running

their own computer programs [16].

Actually, too much work on CAL systems, learning schemes,

learning strategies and their integration is done, [64], [65],

[68], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79],

[30], [81]. [32], and many successful results in improving the

performance of learning using the computer are obtained.

6.2.3 CAL and the Computer Aided Medical Training System

Medicine is a field which requires extensive education to attain

and maintain an acceptable level of functional competence [68].

And medical education is intended to help physicians learn new

developments and review fundamental concepts in medicine on the

assumption that knowledge gained will automatically improve

patient care. However, the classical training consists of reading

journals and book. attendance at formal courses and conferences

and discussions with colleagues. This is useful because it keeps
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the professions aware of the state of the art, but these means

are not always offered and the self study is neglected [68],

[76], [80]. The lack of individualized instruction is considered

to be a major cause for the decline in the quality of education.

In other words self study offers a rich potential for development

and Computer Aided Instruction or Learning (CAI or CAL) offers

some solutions to many problems of medical education [23], [68],

[76]. The computer increases the availability of data and allows

a flexible data organization in its memory [82]. The application

of computer technology to the teaching of medicine is attempted

with varying success over the years, but newer technology and

development tools suggest that Computer Assisted Learning, CAL,

must be introduced in Medical schools and hospitals [68], [78],

[79], [80], [81]. Computer technology supplies knowledge and

guidance on specific problems at the time the physician is

studying a patient, hence diminishing reliance on memory [76].

And is now an integral part of patient care in many health care

systems. It helps in improving the effectiveness of health and

medical personnel in planning decision making and problem solving

[77].

Moreover, medical students can use Computer Aided Instruction,

Learning, or Training (CAI, CAL, or CAT) to prepare for

examinations, since sel f-instructional methods allow flexibility

[16], [70].

According to the previous sections, we can conclude that the

model of teaching to be incorporated in a CAL system depends on

the application domain which dictates its corresponding cognitive

aspects and nature. The application we are dealing with is a
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computer aided medical training system. Taking into consideration

the non deterministic nature of the medical field and the user

needs, the behavioral model suits as the teaching scheme to be

built within the pesent application. In this scheme, the teacher

is the primary source of information, and he is a manager who

seeks to accomplish specific objectives as quickly and as

efficiently as possible. Thus, he controls the selection and the

arrangement of content and task so that the responses are

provoked. He controls also the feedback and other reinforcing

stimuli which are used to maintain and regulate effort, and to

shape more complex learning behaviours by building up response

chains composed of small steps. In other words, the system is

built in such a way to expose the students misunderstandings and

provide feedback to enable him to correct them. A cheat condition

is avoided, that is, presentation by computer ensures that

feedback is not available until the student responds. This shows

the informational role of feedback, and the benefits of control

over learning activity. A third point is that of sequencing

learning material, particularly in subject ereas which can be

arranged in a hierarchical fashion, such as the medical

application we are dealing with. Typically, decision rules are

constructed which only allow the learner to proceed to further

sections of the material in the hierarchy. Gagne and Paradise

(1961) and Gagne and al . (1962) reported studieswhich showed the

importance of such decision rules. All these research work

approve for decision rules based on specific information about

the individual learner's knowledge and performance. For this

reason, adaptive CAL programs should in principle be efficient
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aids to 1earni ng [16].

In behavioural control model situations, management of learning

is an important aspect of CAL programs [16]. Thus, in the medical

CAL application development which will be seen in the next

sections, the courses and tests are organized in a way to

maximize the benefits of the behavioral teaching model. The user-

machine communication has a high level of abstraction; this is

one of the characteristics of the programming language that's

used, namely DBASE IV [49], [58], [59]; in other words, the users

will not be bothered by a command language training before using

the system. And in the case of medical applications, it is

identified that the user interface and the reliability quality

attributes are the most important for the software systems to be

accepted by the medical personnel [23]. Hence, the development

is carried out keeping in mind mainly these metrics.

6.3 THE COMPUTER AIDED MEDICAL TRAINING SYSTEM (CAMTS)

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The intent of this system is for training surgery medical

personnel. Its use will be at the level of a hospital by the

surgery personnel.

The approach used to build this system as already mentioned and

discussed early, is the coktail approach that is formed by the

combination of the evolutionary prototyping approach with the

structured approach. Th-s concept, we named Structured

Evolutionary Development Approach, or simply SEDA, is depicted

by figure 6.1.
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cocktail approach in order to draw conclusions with respect to

the theoretical study that is done in the previous chapter.

As already mentioned in the previous section, for medical

applications, it is identified that the user interface and the

reliability quality attributes are the most important for the

software systems to be accepted by the medical personnel [23].

Hence, the development is carried out keeping in mind mainly the

following metrics: ease of use, reliability, and maintainability.

The nature of the application and the development approach,

namely functional approach using the Yourdon methodology, dictate

the appropriate notations and modelling techniques to be used;

typically, data flow diagrams, data dictionary, pseudocode,

structure charts, and flowcharts, which are already introduced

in chapter four. The application is developed in the DBASE IV

programming language environment. This later is easy to use and

has a high level of abstraction, moreover it suits to the

entreprise or hospital environment.

The development is based on the identification of several

prototypes of the system. Each prototype is the enhanced version

of the previous one; this allows a rapid development of the end

product. In other words, the cocktail approach that is used

allows the visibility of the attributes required by the users;

and the rapid development allows the building of a prototype that

will go through a process of successive iterations. Moreover, it

allows knowledge elicitation through the mechanism of allowing

the users to evaluate and criticise each working version of the

syst em.
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All the phases which form the approach under study are described

by applying them to the application development, refering to

figure 6.1.

6.3.1 Problem Definition and Feasibility Study Phase

During this phase, first the problem is identified and defined,

then, the feasibility study of the software system under study

i s carri ed out.

6.3.1.1 Problem Definition

We begin with a brief overview of the organization, (hospital)

where the system will be used, from the point of view medical

personnel then introduce the problem. The output of this stage

is a statement objectives.

In Thenia hospital (Algeria), there is a lack of experts in

medical fields. For example in surgery one professor is not

enough for explaining to his collegues a subject; and a professor

might not be available for different reasons. Therefore, there

is a need for building a software system that can help those

physicians, at any time, to learn and to se f-evaluate their

knowledge. The computer increases the availability of data and

allows a flexible data organization in its memory [82]. In other

words, the motivations behind this application are:

-Not many experts in the hospital.

-Very hard to get in touch with very few experts that exist in

Algeria.

-A large number of medical students.
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This leads us to the following statement objectives: the

computer-aided medical learning or training system is needed in

the surgery service of the hospital and will be used by the

medical personnel, students and physicians, in order to attend

courses and self-evaluate their knowledge individually or

collectively under the control of an expert.

6.3.1.2 Feasibility Study

Now that the objectives are clarified, an investigation

concerning the feasibility of this project is conducted. The

purpose is to find the answers to the following questions which

consist this stage:

1-Can the system be implemented using current technology ?

2-Can the system be implemented in the hospital ?

3-Do benefits outweigh costs ?

As may be noticed, each question deals with one aspect, and these

are technical, operational, and economic respectively.

In order to find the answers, we have first to see the extent of

the project. The only way to do this is by refining the problem

definition, that's, getting more details about the project, and

the only source for this purpose is the user, let's see what the

user wants !

During this stage all possible user's needs are gathered through

interviews that are psychologically directed; and for the user-

developer communication means, data flow diagrams are used.

Actually, the user's needs are depicted in figure 6.2.

An important point about this figure is that, it is a logical

data flow diagram; it is easy to make changes and identify other
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boundary shows all the components of the software system to be

built. To be confident in answering any question, after few

discussions with the users, a rapid throwaway prototype was built

using a computer software tool called Automate-Plus which is used

to assist software developers in the analysis and design phases

[62], [63]. This prototype allowed us to get the main frame of

the whole system; that's, the preliminary requirements of the

system under study. And helped a lot in getting precisions and

more requirements.

The answers to the above questions are all affirmative; that's,

the system can be built using the current technology, the system

can be implemented in the hospital, and benefits outweigh costs.

In fact, this is my first experiment in such software product

development; hence, thanks are addressed to my advisor B. Mezhoud

whom guided me and approved this feasibility study which requires

exper ience.

6.3.2 Requirements Analysis Phase

At this point, we know that the problem can be solved, the intent

of this phase is to determine at a logical level WHAT the

proposed system must do. The input to this phase is the

documentation developed during the feasibility stage, that is the

data flow diagram. The objective of analysis is to answer the

question: WHAT must the system do ? This question is partially

answered during the feasibility study, but it is not enough.

Hence, during this phase we develop a complete functional
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understanding of the proposed system. The intent is not to

determine how the system will work, this is the job of the design

phase, but what it must do. In other words, during this phase,

the necessary detailed specification documents namely, data flow

diagrams, and data dictionaries are developed. The DFDs are used

to communicate with the users and then refined after gathering

more information. Additional penetration or insight is gained by

exploding the DFD to lower levels; step by step, the logical

detailed system is more fully defined. In other words, the

logical levels of the system are identified then their

corresponding specification documents are delivered increment ally

and iteratively to the next phases of the development process.

A specification increment may be one logical level of the iystem,

hence, it will correspond to one prototype or one version of the

system. And since the structured approach involves top down

strategy, the development will start from the high level, namely

the context diagram, and iteratively refined and enhanced as the

system being developed. The idea behind this strategy is to build

first the system squeleton then fill it with the flesh.

We begin with the DFD document of the feasibility study, this

document identifies a number of functions or processes that must

be performed by the computer assisted learning system. A new and

well structured logical system is being developed. Since the

cocktail approach, formed by the structured approach and the

evolutionary prototyping approach is used, its advantages are

under consideration. Typically, the structured approach dictates

the top-down development [47] and iteration, while the

prototyping approach allows us to develop a prototype.
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The exit criteria of this phase include a complete DFD and DD

document s.

Following are the data flow diagrams of the system under

deve1opment.

6.3.2.1 Data Flow Diagrams

The proposed automated system is pictured in the logical DFDs of

the following figures. The processes show the activities that

will be processed or executed by the system.

6.3.2.1.1 Context Diagram

Called also level 0, represents the very high level view of the

system. It consists of only one process. The context diagram of

this system is shown in figure 6.3.

This diagram shows the overall logical system as the circle

labeled CAMTS. The terminator USER is not a part of the system

but the system user. Transactions consist of information fed into

the system or extracted from it; its details are given in the

dat a dict ionary.

5.3.2.1.2 Level one DFD

This level is obtained from the explosion of the contex diagram.

The data flow diagram shown in figure 6.4 represents the level

one for the logical system. It depicts two main processes labeled

GET DATA and OPEN MODULE.

The individual processes refer to the system functions, that's,

the activities it will perform. Actually, the activities depicted
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by the individual processes are not basic ones, but consist of

a set of other activities that will be shown in the next section

which deals with the explosion of the level one DFD processes to

obtain level two DFD processes.

6.3.2.1.3 Level Two DFD

The two processes shown in the level 1 DFD of figure 6.4 do not

refer to basic or elementary tasks as said; so the elementary

processes, level two in this application, are obtained by

exploding each individual process of the level 1 DFD. The goal

is to get another level of detail of the system to understand its

overall operation. The level 2 DFD of the logical system is

depicted in figure 6.5.1 and figure 6.5.2.

Having obtained these pictures, we can consider them as being a

representation of the details of the system. Namely, each process

refers to an elementary system function.

The description of these different activities are dealt with in

next section which is the data dictionary.

6.3.2.2 Data Dictionary

All tne labels involved in the logical DFDs are defined in the

following dictionary:

CAMTS = * Abreviation of the system's name : *

* Computer Aided Medical Training System *

User= [Interne/Resident Junior/Resident Senior/Assistant/Docent/

Professeur]

Transactions = [Input Info/Output Info]
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Info = * Abreviation for information *

Input Info = Module Name + Chapter Title + Level + Responses

Output Info = [ Courses/Tests ] + Messages + Answers

Get Data = * Input Data Process *

Data = Module Name + Chapter Title + Level

Module Name = [ Courses Module/Tests Module ]

Chapter Title = [ Chirugie Generale/Chirugie Digestive/Urologie/

Orthopedie ]

Level = [ Facile/Moyen/Difficile ]

Facile = Interne + Resident Junior

Meyer, = Resident Senior + Assistant

Difficile = Docent + Professeur

Data Reference File = * Reference Data Lists *

list of the

modules *

he file containing the reference list of

modules +

MN = * Abreviation for Module Name *

Er = * Abreviation for Error Message *

Chapter File = + The file containing the reference list of

chapters +

CT = * Abreviation for Chapter Title *

Levels File = * The file which contains the reference list of

levels ♦

L - * Abreviation for Level *

Open Module = * Dispatcher module which routes the transaction

to the appropriate or selected destination

according to the input data +

Get Module Name = ♦ Process which handles the
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Start Session = * The process which opens the selected

destination, that's, to attend a course or

perform a test *

Attend Course = * The selected course is displayed on the screen

of the computer *

CDATA = ♦ Courses DATA *

TDATA = + Tests DATA +

MESG = * Abreviation for Message(s) *

RESP = * Abreviation for Responses *

ANSW = + Abreviation for Answer ♦

Perform Test = * The chosen test is displayed on the screen of

the computer +

Courses Files = + Data store containing the courses *

Course = Summary + Bibliographical references

Tests Files = * Bank containing the tests +

Test - Q.C.M. test format + Comments

6.3.3 Design Phases

Continuing the development, this phase describes the system

design. The objective of this phase is to determine HOW the

system wi 11 be imp!emented. Using the data flow di agrams obtained

during the analysis phase as input, the main objective of system

design is to develop a blueprint for the physical system.

The output of the analysis phase is a functional logical model

for the proposed system. The design phase consists of translating

this functional model into a hierarchy of modules that will
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will be followed by their corresponding algorithms. This is done

through two phases:

6.3.3.1 System Design Phase

This phase is also referred to as high level design, preliminary

design, and logical design. The objective is to plan a logical

model within the context of a complete system. The data flow

diagram document is transformed into a structure charts document.

Using the transform-centered hierarchy structure [30], the

structure chart is derived directly from the data flow diagram

of the system. That's, the transform-centered structure chart

system is derived from the data flow diagrams in which all the

transactions follow the same path though all the identified

levels, and the corresponding hierarchy of modules is obtained.

Figure 6.5.1 and figure 6.6.2 below, show the modules that are

identified and their relationships.

As may be seen, this stage answers the question : HOW the system

wi11 be buiIt ?

The details of the modules will be seen in the next section which

is the detailed design phase.

6.3.3.2 Detailed Design Phase

This phase, also referred to as physical design, produces a

blueprint of the system; that's, it determines HOW, specifically,

the system should be implemented. This phase uses as input the

results of the previous phase, for which it applies constraints,

details of language and hardware, then produces the blueprint,
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or solution model. That's, the output is a set of algorithms

developed using the flowcharting technique. The pseudocode of the

application program is given in the next section and the

flowcharts are depicted in appendix b.

6.3.3.3 System Pseudocode

Pseudocode is a tool that is used to describe the logic of a

process. It is an alternative to structured English which, when

used, ignores details such as opening and closing files,

initializing counters, and setting flags. In other words,

pseudocode attempts to correct the shortcomings of the structured

Engli sh.

For the present application, we use a pseudocode borrowed from

the DBASE IV programming language that is used to implement the

software under development.

Begin drive_module (Data;Course,Test)

Do get^data_module (C;Data)

Do di spat ch-er_modul e (Data;C)

End drive_module

Begin get_data_modu1e (C;Data)

Do get_module_name (MN;C)

Do get_chapter_tit1e (CT;C)

Do get_level (L;C)

End get_data
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Begin get_modu1e_name (MN;C)

Input MN

If MN correct

Cont inue (exit)

Else

Loop

Endi f

End get_modu1e_name

Begin get_chapter_tit1e (CT;C)

Input CT

If CT correct

Cont inue (exit )

Else

Loop

Endi f

End get_chapter_tit1e

Begin get_level (L;C)

Input L

If L correct

Cont inue (exit )

Else

Loop

Endi f

End get_level
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Begin dispatcher_module (Data;Cdata,Tdata,C)

If Data=Cdata

Do courses_module

Else (Data=Tdata)

Do tests_module

Endi f

End dispatcher_module

Begin courses_modu1e (Cdata;C)

Do case

case Cdata=CHGNLEFC_code

Attend course CHGNLEFC

case Cdata=CHGNLEMC_code

Attend course CHGNLEMC

case Cdata=CHGNLEDC_code

Attend course CHGNLEDC

case Cdata=CHDIGFC_code

Attend course CHDIGFC

case Cdata=CHDIGMC_code

Attend course CHDIGMC

case Cdata=CHDIGDC_code

Attend course CHDIGDC

case Cdata=UROLOGFC__code

Attend course UROLOGFC

case Cdata=UROLOGMC_code

Attend course UROLOGMC

case Cdata=UROLOGDC_code

Attend course UROLOGDC
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case uaaia=unmuKru_coae

Attend course ORTHOPFC

case Cdata=ORTHOPMC_code

Attend course ORTHOPMC

case Cdata=ORTHOPDC_code

Attend course CRTHOPDC

Endcase

End courses_modu1e

Begin tests_module (Tdata;C)

Do case

case Tdata=CHGNLEFT_code

Perform test CHGNLEFT

case Tdata=CHGNLEMT_code

Perform test CHGNLEMT

case Tdata=CHGNLEDT_code

Perform test CHGNLEDT

case Tdata=CHDIGFT_code

Perform test CHDIGFT

case Tdata=CHDIGMT_code

Perform test CHDIGMT

case Tdata=CHDIGDT_code

Perform test CHDIGDT

case Tdata=UROLOGFT_code

Perform test UROLOGFT

case Tdata=UROLOGMT_code

Perform test UROLOGMT

case Tdata=UROLOGDT_code
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Perform test UROLOGDT

case Tdata=ORTHOPFT_code

Perform test ORTHOPFT

case Tdata=ORTHOPMT_code

Perform test ORTHOPMT

case Tdata=ORTHOPDT_code

Perform test ORTHOPD

Endcase

End tests_module

The next section is a Data Dictionary of the new labels that are

introduced throughout the design phases.

6.3.3.4 Data Dictionary

The names of the modules and their meanings and the data couples

are given in this section.

Drive Module = * The module which contains the main program *

Get Data Module = * Input Data Module : MN + CT + L *

Get Module Name Module = * Input MN *

Get Chapter Title Module = * Input CT *

Get Level Module = * Input L +

Dispatcher Module = * On the basis of the input DATA, it routes

the transaction to the preselected

dest inat ion *

Courses Module = * This module opens the selected course file *

Attend Course Module = * Elementary module which contains the

contents of the course *
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* The present system contains 12 courses *

Tests Module = ♦ This module opens the selected test file ♦

Perform Test Module = + Emementary test module which contains the

content of the test *

* The present system contains 12 tests *

CHGNLEFC = * Abbreviation for ' Cours de Chirugie Generale,

Ni veau Faci1e ' ♦

CHGNLEMC = * Abbreviation for ' Cours de Chirugie Generale,

Niveau Moyen ' *

CHGNLEDC = * Abbreviation for ' Cours de Chirugie Generale,

Niveau Difficile ' *

CHDIGFC = * Abbreviation for ' Cours de Chirugie Digestive,

Ni veau Faci1e ' *

CHDIGMC = * Abbreviation for ' Cours de Chirugie Digestive,

Niveau Moyen ' +

CHDIGDC = ♦ Abbreviation for ' Cours de Chirugie Digestive,

Ni veau Difficile ' *

UROLOGFC = ♦ Abbreviation for ' Cours d'Urologie, Niveau

Facile ' *

UROLOGMC = + Abbreviation for ' Cours d'Urologie, Niveau

Moyen ' +

UROLOGDC = * Abbreviation for ' Cours d'Urologie, Niveau

Di fficile ' *

ORTHOPFC = * Abbreviation for ' Cours d'Orthopedie, Niveau

Facile ' ♦

ORTHOPMC = * Abbreviation for ' Cours d'Orthopedie, Niveau

Moyen ' ♦

ORTHOPDC = + Abbreviation for ' Cours d'Orthopedie, Niveau
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Di fficile ' *

CHGNLEFT = ♦ Abbreviation for ' Test de Chirugie Generale, Niveau

Facile ' *

CHGNLEMT = * Abbreviation for ' Test de Chirugie Generale, Niveau

Moyen '*

CHGNLEDT = * Abbrevaition for ' Test de Chirugie Gen6rale, Niveau

Di ffi cile ' *

CHDIGFT = * Abbreviation for ' Test de Chirugie Digestive, Niveau

Facile ' ♦

CHDIGMT = * Abbreviation for ' Test de Chirugie Digestive, Niveau

Moyen ' *

CHDIGDT = ♦ Abbreviation for ' Test de Chirugie Digestive, Nveau

Difficile ' *

UROLOGFT = * Abbreviation for ' Test d'Urologie, Niveau

Facile ' *

UROLOGMT = * Abbreviation for ' Test d'Urologie, Niveau

Moyen ' *

UROLGDT = * Abbreviation for ' Test d'Urologie, Niveau

Difficile ' *

ORTHOPFT = + Abbreviation for ' Test d'Orthopedie, Niveau

Facile ' *

ORTHOPMT = + Abbreviation for ' Test d'Orthopedie, Niveau

Moyen ' *

ORTHOPDT = ♦ Abbreviation for ' Test d' Orthopedie, Niveau

Difficile ' *
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6.3.4 implementation Phase

This is the last phase of the development process of the

structured approach. This phase translates, in top-down fashion

[62], the algorithms developed in the design phase into a

programming language. In other words, implementation means coding

or creation of the physical system.

I order to create a physical system we need a software

environment or a software tool. It has been shown by [44] that

high level languages contribute to the quality and

understandabi1ity of the software under development. For the

application and the approach we are dealing with, the fourth

generation language, namely DBASE IV [49], [58], [53], which

offers a high level of abstraction, suits both the approach by

allowing a rapid development, and the application domain, that's

it accepts a lot of data.

DBASE IV is a compiler language that is developed by the ASHTON

TATE company. It is developed with the C language from which it

inherits the following characteristics: C code is small, fast,

portable, and flexible [59]. The characteristics of the DBASE IV

language are:

-High speed with which software can be developed.

-High abstraction language:

-Relatively close to English.

-Easy to learn.

-Easy to use.

-Ideal to rapid prototyping [6].

-Easy creation of user interface and dialogs [6].
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-Interactive environment [6].

-Industry standard.

The fourth generation language is perceived as relevant to the

development and production of application systems. A high level

language contributes in the quality of software [46].

The physical development reflects the physical iterative and

incremental implementation of each system version until the

completion of the system development.

If we, as humans, are perfect, the development process ends at

this point, implementation; unfortunately, this is not the case.

Therefore, we need a testing process to correct the bugs.

In fact in the approach we are using, testing is spread out

throughout the project development process, this is already seen

theoretically and actually it is proved experimentally. Hence the

following phases deal with tesing, they are also referred to as

validation phases.

6.3.5 Testing Phases

The software testing process is a critical activity of software

speci f icat ion,quality assurance and represents the review of s

design and coding when an error is detected. For the present

application, the bottom-up strategy [47] is applied and the

different phases of the testing process that are performed are

discussed below.

6.3.5.1 Unit Testing Phase

This phase is also called module testing, black-box testing, and
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functional testing.

During this phase each individual module is tested against its

specification derived during system design, then errors if any

are corrected.

6.3.5.2 Integration Testing Phase

During this phase, the modules belonging to the same branch of

the structure chart are interconnected to form subsystems and

tested against their corresponding branch specification, then

bugs if any are corrected.

6.3.5.3 System Testing and Decision Making Phase

Finally, the version of the system is interconnected or

integrated then tested against the user needs. During this phase

the software product version is deployed and validated by the

user. This means that the alpha testing process is performed for

each version of the system. And if the system is not yet

complete, we redo the development process for the next software

requirements increment that might be a level as suggested. In

each demonstration, the user interface and reliability of the

system version is evaluated by the users. This iterative

evolutionary process is carried out until the valid right product

is obtained. When the system is "complete", we proceed with the

next phase which is described in the next section.

6.3.6 System Delivery and Maintainance Phase

This is the last phase of the cocktail approach that we named
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structured evolutionary development approach, or simply SEDA.

Once the system is, for the present "complete" and valid, it is

delivered to the user. Knowing that there is no perfect system,

maintenance is required and begins when the system enters

productive use. Maintenance is mainly required to adapt the

system to the changes of the environment with time. The problem

is that the maintainer is rarely the author of the code; hence,

he lacks an understanding of the program [52].

Maintenance is expensive, a solution to reduce this cost is to

design the system with ease of maintenance in mind. One key is

functional modularization [38], [47], [52]. This is one

characteristic of the structured approach, hence of the cocktail

approach, we used to develop the present product.

Many studies about software inspection techniques [50], measuring

software quality [51], and software complexity and maintenance

costs [47], [53] are carried out by the software community in

order to reduce the costs of maintenance and increase the quality

of the software products and many succesful results are obtained.

Actually, we hope that the present approach will contribute a lot

in developing high quality software projects and products, in

fact, it is our purpose from the beginning.

5.4 COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Identifying and resolving software problems early in the

development process, often in the phase in which they first

occur, has been shown to contribute significantly to the

reduction of risks and cost in software development. In other
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words, the cost of the software maintenance depends on the phase

where the error is detected. The error is detected sooner in the

development process, the maintenance cost is smaller [30], [37],

[53]. That's, an error which shows up in the requirements phase

might cost one tenth of the same error when detected in the

delivery phase [30]. Therefore, the building of a logical model

which clearly communicatesto users what the system will and will

not do is very important in terms of the cost of fixing errors

1 at er on.

For the present experiment, in order to increase the quality

assurance, hence decreasing the costs, a continuous communication

between the developer and the users is established. Moreover,

with all the iterative testing and validation process and

specification documents that are offered by the approach under

experiment, we can conclude that the cost-benefit ratio is

reduced .

6.5 RESULTS

What is said for the theoretical proposed model [33], namely the

cocktail approach, is applied to the computer aided medical

training system development. All the necessary specification

documents are developed. Actually, the results are promising;

that's, the experiment showed that the cocktail approach or SEDA,

combines the advantages of both the structured approach and the

evolutionary prototyping approach, that is the two combined

approaches are complementary and when combined, then applied to

develop a software product or project they yield a product with
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high performance, robustness, functionality and ease ot use, ana

ease of learning. That's, the characteristics of the approach

under study are:

1-Enforcement of formal documentation.

2-Deeper understanding of the system.

3-Ensures effective and robust planning and the stages of

development are more visible.

4-The development tool is chosen early in the project after

understanding the domain knowledge; typically during the

teas ibi1i t y st udy.

5-Robusteness to sudden and major changes and it is a

demonstrable approach.

6-Provides a superior environment for knowledge elicitation

through the mechanism of the demonstration of the working

versions of the system.

7-Allows for greater and controlable flexibility in project

pianning.

8-Testing is spread out throughout the project development

process.

3-Ensures the progress in the development of the product.

10-The user is involved throughout the development process.

11-Reduces the cost/benefit ratio.

The last point is not really experienced since the work is done

for the sake of research, but deductions can be drawn from the

present study and from the charcteristics of the component

approaches which consist the cocktail approach that is under

development.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION

Software systems development is not a mechanical process but a

human activity; and requires clear thinking, work, and rework to

be successful. Despite all the research work that is done during

the last three decades, the battle is not yet ceased and it is

not for tomorrow. The software community and the software users

are still not satisfied, they are always looking for a better

tool. In order to get a better software product, we need to use

a better approach for its development; but the problems change

with time and time is not waiting for us, that's, we are always

late with respect to time.

In the present work, it is our turn to suggest an approach. After

considering a number of objectives and problems of software

production, the software crisis and the existing paradigms. We

are suggesting a cocktail approach whose components are the

structured approach and the evolutionary prototyping approach.

This approach, namely structured evolutionary development

approach, or simply SEDA, is actually discussed theoretically

then applied to the development of a medical CAL application,
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nameily computer aided medical training system, or simply CAMTS.

It is interactive and microcomputer-based training system

designed to teach surgery medical personnel in a hospital,

students and physicians. Its menu-driven structure allows the

user to learn easily and has a high level of abstraction, these

characteristics are inherited from the DBASE IV environment which

offers a very high level language and accepts a lot of data. As

may be noticed, the section 6.5 deals only with the advantages

of the approach under study. Does this mean that this approach

has no disadvantages ? Or shall we deduce them from the component

approaches ? The answer for the second question is no, because

the disadvantages of each component approach are drawn in the

advantages of the other component approach when combined. And for

the first question, on the basis of one experience, we cannot

give a clear and complete answer. However, we can say that the

disadvantages of the proposed approach will be deduced by

applying it to the development of software products and projects

in different application domains and let the users conclude after

using the systems. The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate

the promising approach, named SEDA, to software products and

projects development. That is our objective is mainly to

contribute in the improvement of software projects and products

development; then to contribute also in CAL systems development

which is under research. We hope that such learning or CAL

systems will be developed and used in hospitals, schools, and

entreprises in order for everyone to update his knowledge and

to be aware of the state of his profession.

The product is put under acceptance testing, namely alpha testing
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process before its final delivery, and this is done for several

times, that's, for each version of the system. Both parts, the

developers and the users are satisfied. This does not mean that

this approach is ideal and that the developed application is free

of errors, well that's what we want, particularly we will be

hapy. Only experience can tell. But still a famous question is

not yet answered: Is this approach apply for all types of

software applications ? The answer can only be obtained by

statistics, hence, we invite the software community to use this

approach in different application domains to develop software

projects and products, then conclusions will be drawn, that's,

experience in time will tell.
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APPENDIX A

MODELLING TECHNIQUES GUIDE

L I NES

The present appendix is a complement to the techniques presented

m chapter four. However, the guidelines provided in order to

develop or draw data flow diagrams [29], [SO], structure charts

[5], and data dictionaries [5] are presented.

A.I Guidelines For Drawing Data Flow Diagrams

1-Identify the external entities involved.

2-Identify the scheduled inputs and outputs that you can

C •'. ^ 6 ^ i. .

3-Specify which information is given to the system and the one

"equ-red from the system.

4-Take a large sheet of paper. Start on drawing the DFD from

the left hand side with the external entity that seem to be the

prime source of inputs, then the data flows, processes, and the

data stores that you think will be required.

5-Draw the first draft freehand.

6-Accept that you will need at least three drafts of the high
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ieve i aat a tiow.

7-Check back the first draft if it has included all the listed

inputs and outputs.

8-Produce a clear second draft with minimum number of crossing

u 3. t 3. T !OVV3.

-Duplicate external entities if necessary.

-Duplicate data stores if necessary.

-Allow data flows to cross if there is no alternative

[23], sec 3.4, p 34.

9-Agree the boundary of the system.

10-Draw a context diagram or level 0 DFD.

11-Draw a level 1 DFD by exploding the context diagram.

12-Deccmpose down to levels 2,3, etc.

13-Stop the decomposition process at suitable points [30]

14-Support each bottom level process with pseudocode.

A.2 Structure Charts

1-The symbol for a module is a rectangle.

2-Each module must have a label.

3-Module labels are composed of a transitive, or action, verb

and an object noun.

4-Modules may communicate information only via CALLs.

5-A module may not call or invoke another module which is

higher in the hierarchy than it is.

S-Nc two modules, data couples, or control couples may have the

same name.

7-No data couple may have the same name as a control couple.
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with pseudocode.

9-A11 data couples, control couples, pseudocode, etc., must be

defined in the data dictionary [5], sec 9.5 p 169.

A.3 Data Dictionary

A set of conceptual standards that form a basic dictionary

consistent with the methods presented are listed in the following

gu ide1i nes:

1-A11 data and other information that comprise the analysis,

design, and code must be defined in the data dictionary.

2-A11 data and information that are contained in the data

dictionary must be used in some part of the system.

3-The information in the data dictionary should be internally

consistent, complete, nonredundant, and correct.

4-The data dictionary is intended to be the primary project

information resource.

5-The DD may comments regarding data the software developer

deems necessary to understanding and using the information

contained in it.

5-The names used for data items within the DD and the names

used on the data flows must be identical.

7-The names used for data items within pseudocode must be

identical to those used on the DFDs and the DD, [5] sec 3.4, p40.
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APPENDIX B

SYSTEM FLOWCHARTS

This appendix is a complement to the design phase of the medical

CAL application, namely Computer Aided Medical Training System,

or simply CAMTS, that is developed in chapter six. However, the

application flowchrts are given in the following pages.
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